The paper introduces an approach that organizes retrieval results semantically and displays them spatially for browsing. Latent Semantic Analysis as well as cluster techniques are applied for semantic data analysis. A modified Boltzman algorithm is used to layout documents in a two-dimensional space for interactive exploration. The approach was implemented to visualize retrieval results from two different databases: the Science Citation Index Expanded and the Dido Image Bank.
INTRODUCTION
The wealth of digitally stored data available today increases the demand to provide effective tools to retrieve and manage relevant data. Keyword searches over digital libraries, repositories, or the Web easily retrieve lists of several hundreds of documents. Information visualization -the process of analyzing and transforming data into an effective visual form -is believed to improve our interaction with large volumes of data. First visual interfaces to digital libraries provided full-text searching and full-content retrieval capabilities and visualized documents according to authors, time, place, or citation relationships. A considerable body of recent research applies powerful mathematical techniques such as Factor Analysis, Multidimensional Scaling, or Latent Semantic Analysis to extract for example the underlying semantic structure of documents, the (evolving) specialty structure of a discipline, author co-citation patterns, changes in authors' influences in a particular field. In order to display the results of the data analysis spatially, computationally expensive techniques have to be applied to transform data analysis results to 2 or 3-dimensional coordinates. The computational expense of data analysis and visualization generation is very high. Therefore, precompiled, mostly static visualizations of fixed data sets are only displayed.
To our knowledge there exists no system that interactively visualizes retrieval results for browsing based on their underlying semantic structure. [4] has demonstrated improved performance over the traditional vector space techniques. It overcomes the problems of synonymy (variability in human word choice) and polysemy (same word has often different meanings) by automatically organizing documents into a semantic structure more appropriate for information retrieval. We apply LSA to extract the semantic structure of a particular database in a computationally expensive batch job. At retrieval time, the result of a database query is hierarchically organized, based on the LSA output. Nearestneighbor-based, agglomerative, hierarchical, unsupervised conceptual clustering is applied to create a hierarchy of clusters grouping documents of similar semantic structure. Clustering starts with a set of singleton clusters, each containing a single document. The two clusters most similar are merged to form a new cluster that covers both. This process is repeated for each of the remaining clusters. At termination, a uniform, binary hierarchy of document clusters is produced. The partition showing the highest within-cluster similarity and lowest between-cluster similarity is selected for data visualization.
DATA ANALYSIS

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
DATA VISUALIZATION
Rather than being a static visualization of data, the interface is self-organizing and highly interactive. Data is displayed in an initially random configuration, which sorts itself out into a more-or-less acceptable display via a modified Boltzman algorithm [1] . The algorithm works by computing attraction and repulsion forces among nodes based on the result of the data analysis. Nodes may represent articles or images, which are attracted to other nodes to which they have a (reference or similarity) link and repelled by nodes to which there is no link. If the algorithm does not produce a visually acceptable layout, or if the user wishes to view the results differently, nodes can be grabbed and moved.
PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS
Two systems have been implemented in Java using the data organization and visualization methods described above.
SCI-E:
The first system visualizes query results from the Science Citation Index Expanded (TM) as published by the Institute for Scientific Information®. The Citation Index Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Digital Libraries, San Antonio, TX. Copyright 2000 ACM 1-58113-231-X/00/0006…$5.00 provides access to current bibliographic information and cited references in more than 5,600 journals. Querying it via the Web of Science® Interface at http://webofscience.com/ results in an often huge number of matching documents organized in lists of ten that can be marked, saved, and downloaded for detailed study. To demonstrate a visual browser to this kind of data base we will use DAIV188, a query result data set from SCI-EXPANDED that contains 188 articles matching the topic 'data AND analysis AND information AND visualization'. The articles are represented in the usual Web of Science data output format (including author(s), article title and source, cited references, addresses, abstract, language, publisher information, ISSN, document type, keywords, times cited, etc.). LSA was applied over keywords and abstracts of articles. As a result of conceptual clustering, the 167 th partition was selected for visualization. It contains 20 clusters grouping 1 -53 articles. Figure 1 shows the Java interface. Each book article is represented by a rectangle and each journal article by an oval. Articles are labeled by their first author. Lines between nodes visually represent co-citation links. The 2-dimensional layout of articles corresponds to the data mining result as well as to the forces applied by the Boltzman algorithm to generate an acceptable layout. The higher the similarity of articles within a cluster the lighter its color. Each cluster is labeled by the keyword used most often.
DIDO:
Another instantiation of the system enables users to browse search results from the Dido Image Bank, http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/dido/ provided by the Department of the History of Art, Indiana University. Dido stores about 9,500 digitized images from the Fine Arts Slide Library collection of over 320,000 images. Each image in Dido is stored together with its thumbnail representation as well as a textual description. LSA was applied over the textual descriptions exclusively. For demonstration purposes the set of images matching the keyword descriptor 'MONET' were retrieved and displayed for browsing. It contains 21 documents inclusive two portraits of Claude Monet drawn by Edouard Manet (see Figure 2 ). 
CONCLUSIONS
Initial tests show that the presented approach provides easy access to textual materials, such as articles, as well as to documents for which textual descriptions are available, such as images. Detailed user studies are in preparation. First results on using an immersive 3-dimensional CAVE environment for the interactive exploration of search results are presented in [3] . An extended version of this paper as well as colored, full-size versions of Figures 1 and 2 are accessible at http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~katy/DL00.
